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This event is triggered when the grace End-User License Agreement
(EULA) is shown in the Office client. The data is used to verify that the
user is seeing appropriate licensing dialog in the Office client license
experience (LVUX: Licensing Validation User Experience) and ensure
user actions are handled appropriately. The grace period is a one-

time, five-day free license to use the installed Office product on new
PCs. The grace EULA is the license agreement a user must accept

before activating the grace license. This event is triggered when the
expired grace license dialog is shown in the Office client. The data is
used to verify that the user is seeing appropriate licensing dialog in
the Office client license experience (LVUX: Licensing Validation User
Experience) and make sure user actions are handled appropriately.

The grace period is a one-time, five-day free license to use the
installed Office product on new PCs. The following fields are collected:

OS.Office.iOS.Paywall.Provisioning.Response - Critical Engineering
Telemetry and Contract with Retail Federation Service (RFS) to collect

the information provided in this. RFS is the internal service used
within Microsoft for crosschecking the purchase. This is used to get

the health of the API call made to RFS which would help in understand
that the performance of the integration is as expected. This event is

triggered when the Office client grace dialog is used to request a
grace period. The data is used to verify the user experience in the

Office grace license dialog and make sure users are receiving a grace
period before the unlicensed state of the installed Office product
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